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Greenwood and Wing’s (1995) use of leaf physiognomy to show relatively equable high-latitude continental climates during the Eocene is invalid because their method is based on a circular argument. Their physiognomic arguments can be logically reduced to using the assumption that the modern and Eocene relationships between mean annual temperature (MAT) and cold month mean temperature (CMMT) were the same to show that these relationships were much the same. My argument is as follows:

1. Greenwood and Wing (1995) attempted to predict both MAT and CMMT from the same data.

2. It is reasonable to assume that MAT is much more likely to be a primary determinant of physiognomy than CMMT. MAT ($r^2 = 0.89$) has a highly significantly stronger relationship ($p < 0.001$) than CMMT ($r^2 = 0.79$) in the CLAMP data set (Wolfe, 1993) on which the models were based.

3. MAT and CMMT are strongly correlated ($r^2 = 0.84$) in the CLAMP data set. This correlation means that it is possible to make predictions of modern CMMT from the CLAMP data set, even if there is no independent information about CMMT. This is equivalent to predicting MAT, then predicting CMMT from these predictions. Modern CMMT can, in fact, be predicted within the CLAMP data set from the predictions of MAT ($r^2 = 0.785$).

4. The physiognomic models of Wing and Greenwood (1993) used by Greenwood and Wing (1995) do not in fact extract independent information about mean annual temperature (MAT) and cold month mean temperature (CMMT) because one cannot predict CMMT more accurately from the physiognomy than from the estimate of MAT. The physiognomic models predict CMMT to almost exactly the same accuracy ($r^2 = 0.791$) as regression on the estimated MAT. This difference is unlikely to be significant ($p < 0.8$, using a bootstrap analysis as in point 1). Also analysis of Wolfe’s (1993) physiognomic ordination space based on the same data suggests that there is no useable independent information about CMMT independent of MAT. If the space is rotated so that one axis matches the vector of best fit for MAT, and CMMT is predicted on the physiognomy excluding this MAT axis, then there is no significant relationship between CMMT and the physiognomy.

5. Because there is no independent information about equability, the models cannot predict CMMT unless the correlation between MAT and CMMT is constant. The results of the general circulation models (Sloan and Barron, 1992, Sloan, 1994) discussed by Greenwood and Wing (1995) imply that the relationship between MAT and CMMT was different in the past. Using Wing and Greenwood’s (1993) models to prove that this is untrue is circular, because these models assume that the relationships between MAT and CMMT were the same in the Eocene as they are now.

The presence of many sites from the Eocene with similar “predictions” of CMMT does not strengthen Greenwood and Wing’s (1995) argument, because the errors are systematic: Similar predictions of MAT will always lead to similar estimates of CMMT because the predicted CMMT is based on the predicted MAT.

Other problems associated with the predictions of equability include the unknown effects of photoperiod and other factors on physiognomy. All this means that the only new evidence for equability presented by Greenwood and Wing (1995) is the presence of palms. The actions of extinction and evolution mean that the use of a single taxon in a nearest living relative approach is a perilous approach to paleoclimate.
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We thank Jordan for pointing out that within the CLAMP data set of Wolfe (1993) there is no correlation of cold month mean temperature (CMMT) with physiognomy once the effects of mean annual temperature (MAT) have been removed. We agree with Jordan that predictions of paleo-CMMT based on physiognomic/ climate correlations in the CLAMP data set presume the same relationship between MAT and CMMT in the past as in the present.

Although Jordan has made a useful statistical point, this in no way changes the nature of the geological and paleoclimatological problem we addressed (Greenwood and Wing, 1995). The “problem” is to explain the overwhelming paleontological evidence for warm winter conditions at high latitudes and in continental interiors at middle latitudes during the Eocene. As Jordan has pointed out, our estimates of Eocene CMMT were based on the implicit assumption that CMMT and MAT had the same relationship in the Eocene as in the present. As there is little dispute that polar ice caps and mid-latitude temperature seasonality are more developed now than in the Eocene, our estimates of CMMT for the Eocene are almost certainly too low, a point which we made in our paper: “Particularly at high latitudes, nearest living relative–based minimums of the CMM[T] are probably more reliable than those based on physiognomy” (Greenwood and Wing, 1995, p. 1045). If our statistical procedure led to underestimates of Eocene CMMT, then Eocene climates were likely even more equable than we suggested, and the need for an explanation is that much greater.

Jordan is incorrect in stating that we used a single taxon in our floristic approach; we used the distribution of cycads, gingkoes, and tree ferns in addition to that of palms. Furthermore, as we pointed out in our paper, extant tribes and probably genera of palms were present by the Eocene. In order for an extant group of palms to have had highly frost-tolerant Eocene species, one would have to propose the evolution of physiological mechanisms of frost tolerance within some sublineages of the group during the globally warm early Cenozoic, then the preferential extinction of those cold-hardy sublineages during the cooler and more seasonal late Cenozoic. This improbable and ad hoc explanation would have to be invoked independently for each of the extant groups of palms present at
middle to high latitudes in the Eocene, minimally the tribes Lepidocarpoideae, Arecoideae, Nypoideae, Caryotoideae, and Coryphoideae, and possibly as many as ten extant genera. (See Daghlian, 1981, for a review of the fossil record of palms.) Although it is well known that paleoclimatic inferences based on relictual or undiverse living taxa can be misleading (e.g., Wolfe, 1979), this is not the case with palms.

In sum, although the relationships between physiognomy and CMMT observed in the CLAMP data set probably should not be used to make quantitative estimates of paleo-CMMT, the distribution of palms and other frost-sensitive plant and animal taxa provides many independent lines of strong evidence that middle and high latitude temperature minimums in the Eocene were much warmer than at present, and that temperatures far below freezing were either absent, or confined to as yet unsampled parts of high-latitude continental interiors. These observations require climatological explanation.
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Windley et al. (1996) supplied critical information for ongoing terrane analysis in the Arabian-Nubian shield, but their correlation of two terranes in Yemen with the Alif and Ar Rayn terranes in Saudi Arabia and their use of the name Nabiaih suture for the fault zone between two of the terranes is premature because of problems about some key tectonic relations in Saudi Arabia. The Nabiaih suture is named after the ultramafic-decorated Nabibat fault, which all workers in the region map south to about 18°N (Fig. 1). It has not been mapped farther south either because the fault changes character or because it is absent in a large segment of plutonic rocks comprising the Tarib batholith. In Saudi Arabia it is difficult to establish that the fault truly represents a suture, that is, separates crustal units marked by different geologic histories. On the one hand, amphibolite-grade metamorphic assemblages (Simons, 1985) and somewhat evolved lead isotopes (Stoeser and Stacey, 1988) are present in rocks east of the fault in contrast to greenschist facies and oceanic leads west of the fault, whereas north-striking bedding and north-trending gently plunging lineations characterize the rocks on either side of the fault, suggesting that the rocks do not have different deformation histories.

Correlation of the Alif terrane with rocks in Yemen is problematic because the location of the terrane in southern Saudi Arabia is uncertain. The terrane may extend south of the Mulhah fault (Fig. 1) along the eastern side of the Asharah fault (Stoeser and Stacey, 1988), an interpretation that is attractive because the Asharah fault is on line with the suture located between Hajjah and Sada in Yemen. However, detailed mapping indicates that the Asharah fault separates stratigraphically related rocks and is not a terrane boundary (Carten and Tayeb, 1989). Aeromagnetic data suggest that the Ar Rayn terrane is truncated southeast of the exposed shield by a strike-slip fault of the Najd system (Fig. 1) (Johnson and Stewart, 1995). It is well known that the Najd fault system severely disrupts amalgamated terranes in the Saudi Arabian shield. Consequently, the extension of the Ar Rayn terrane into Yemen shown in Figure 1 in Windley et al. (1996), which necessitates crossing at least two Najd fault zones, requires further validation before it can be accepted.

Ambiguity about tectonic relations in the eastern part of the Saudi Arabian shield causes additional correlation problems. Windley et al. (1996) summarized selected results indicating that the Abt schist belongs to a west-dipping subduction zone. This conclusion is doubtful because the polarity of the Suwaj arc, immediately west of the Abt schist (Fig. 1), is unknown and that of the Siham arc farther west was east dipping (Agar, 1985). Other workers relate the schist to a subduction zone dipping east beneath the Ar Rayn terrane (Stacey et al., 1984; Al-Shanti and Gass, 1983), a model supported by structural relations inferred from aeromagnetic data (Johnson and Stewart, 1995).

Figure 1. Map of Precambrian terranes in Saudi Arabia and Yemen. Yemeni data after Windley et al. (1996); Saudi terranes after Johnson et al. (1987); basement faults in central Arabia after Johnson and Stewart (1995). Note queried identity of terrane east of the Nabiaih fault—for reasons, see text.
We welcome the constructive comment by Johnson and Stewart on our terrane analysis of the Arabian Nubian shield in southern Saudi Arabia and Yemen (Windley et al., 1996), and we agree that long-distance correlation of terranes across areas of limited exposure and/or poor geologic characterization can be highly speculative. Their comments address a small part of our paper in which we propose correlation of two terranes in northwestern Yemen with possible counterparts in Saudi Arabia, and we address their points below.

In our paper (Windley et al., 1996), we argued that isotopic data on three newly delineated terranes in central southern Yemen (Abas, Al-Bayda, and Al-Mahfid) preclude their correlation with any of the continental terranes characterized in the eastern part of the Arabian Nubian shield in Saudi Arabia. Because these Yemen terranes lie approximately along north-south strike of the boundaries between terranes in Saudi Arabia, two correlation scenarios may be envisaged. Juxtaposition of Yemen terranes against those in Saudi Arabia might have taken place by strike-slip movement along presently undocumented faults belonging to the northwest-south-east-trending sinistral Najd system south of 18°N. This would place any possible southward extension of the Nabitah suture zone and the flanking Asir and Afif terranes farther to the east than proposed by Windley et al. (1996), but would not account for the consistent change in structural trend from north-south in Saudi Arabia to northeast-southwest in Yemen. Furthermore, this scenario would imply possible correlation of the Afif terrane of Saudi Arabia with one of the newly characterized terranes in Yemen, a correlation that is not supported by the isotopic data (Agar et al., 1992; Windley et al., 1996). Thus we prefer a regional change of strike of the terrane boundaries as suggested by the aeromagnetic data of Johnson and Stewart (1995). In this second scenario (Windley et al., 1996), terrane correlation into north-western Yemen is predicated upon the identification of an inferred southward extension of the Nabitah suture and its flanking terranes.

Johnson and Stewart rightly point out that it is difficult to trace the Nabitah suture zone south of ca. 18°N because of the Tarib batholith and that considerable ambiguities exist in the interpretation of geologic observations from southern Saudi Arabia that relate to the identification of the Asir and Afif terranes. Furthermore, they question interpretation of the Nabitah fault zone itself as a terrane suture. However, we consider that the contrast in metamorphic grade (Simons, 1985) and lead-isotopic signature (Stoeser and Stacey, 1988) across the fault in Saudi Arabia represents something more convincing evidence in favour of a terrane boundary than the counter argument of Johnson and Stewart based upon a potentially coincidental structural similarity.

The documentation in Yemen of a major belt of ophiolites north-northeast of Sada (Michel et al., 1989) and the south-south-westerly continuation of this belt to Hijjah (Windley et al., 1996) is clear evidence for a major suture directly along strike of the Asharah fault of southern Saudi Arabia, which Quick (1991; not cited by Johnson and Stewart) marked as the boundary between Asir and Afif on the basis of the Pb-isotopic interpretation of Stoeser and Stacey (1988), and which therefore can be equated with the Nabitah suture. Unambiguous correlation of the suture identified in Yemen with the Nabitah suture of Saudi Arabia must of course rely upon further isotopic and geological characterization of the flanking terranes, but in the current absence of such studies, or the suggestion by Johnson and Stewart of an alternative terrane correlation, our original speculation appears reasonable and hopefully will stimulate such investigations.

We agree with Johnson and Stewart that correlation of the Ar Rayn terrane of Saudi Arabia with the Abas terrane of Yemen (Windley et al., 1996, Fig. 1), which is loosely based upon inferred structural trends derived from aeromagnetic data (Johnson and Stewart, 1995), is highly speculative. In our original paper, we pointed out that there are substantial differences in geology between these two terranes, which appear to preclude such a correlation.

Finally, Johnson and Stewart raise the question of subduction zone polarity in the Arabian Nubian shield. Windley et al. (1996) followed the interpretation of Quick (1991, and references therein) that the Abt schist belongs to a west-dipping subduction zone. We do not find the lack of evidence for subduction polarity in the Suwaq area farther to the west to be a particularly compelling argument against this. Additionally, we have no problem accommodating this observation with that of eastward-directed subduction in the Siham area (Agar, 1985) and point out that in any complex terrane accretion scenario, it is quite possible that opposite subduction polarities might be observed in different areas (Hamilton, 1988).